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1. INTRODUCTION 
Several generalizations of the Brauer-Suzuki theory of exceptional charac- 
ters have appeared in recent years (such as [3, 1, 6, 71). These generalizations 
have been a powerful tool in obtaining information about the characters of a 
finite group from information about the characters of a certain subgroup. 
Applications of this theory can be found in [3, 4, 51. Reynolds, in a recent 
paper, [7] extended and improved Dade’s results [l] which proved the 
existence of a linear isometry o mapping certain generalized characters of a 
subgroup H into those of the group G. The approach used to construct o 
involves a set n of prime numbers. The complementary set of primes will be 
called r’ with m(G) denoting the set of primes which divide the order of a 
group G and G is called a v-group if r 1 n(G). An element g E G is a rr-element 
if the group (g) generated by g is a n-group. Also, each such g can be repre- 
sented uniquely as a product g,g,,’ = g,,,g, where g, is a n-element called 
the r-part of g. K a subgroup of G is a T-Hall subgroup if K is a r-group and 
1 G: K 1 is relatively prime to 1 K j. 
Elements g and p of G are said to be in the same a-section if their r-parts 
are conjugate in G. 
Let G be a jinite group, H a subgroup of G and D a union of r-sections of H. 
Now consider the following set of hypotheses. 
(a) Any two a-elements of D which are conjugate in G are conjugate in H. 
(b) For each rr-element d in D, C,(d) has a normal rr’-Hall subgroup 
Z(d), and Co(d), = C,(d)Z(d). 
* An earlier version of much of the paper was contained in the author’s dissertation, 
which was submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor 
of Philosophy at Carnegie-Mellon University. 
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(c) For each rr-element d in D, C,(d) has a normal T’-subgroup I(d), 
such that C,(d) = C,(d)I(d). 
(d) Given hypothesis (c), let S be any nonempty subset of a-elements of D. 
Then let I(S) = nsEsI(s) where I(s) = O,,(C,(s)), the maximal normal 
rr’-subgroup of C,(s) and assume the rr’-elements of C,(S) are contained in 
H . I(S). 
Let %Zc denote the vector space of complex valued class functions of G; 
+T o,= the vector space of complex valued class functions of G which are 
constant on rr-sections of G; and 5??,,,(D) the members of V,,, which vanish 
on G - D. DG*” represents the union of m-sections of G which contain 
elements of D. 
Then our main result (Theorems 4.1 and 4.3) can be stated as follows: 
THEOREM. Let H be a subgroup of a group G. Let D be a union of r-sections 
of H such that (a), (c) and (d) hold. Then the mapping 0 -+ eGsm, 0 in ‘+YHsn(D) 
is a linear isometry of %?H,n(D) onto Vo,n(DG*n) and 
For each generalized character of H in @TH,JD), eG** is a generalized character 
of G. 
This reduces to Reynolds’ result on %TT~,=(D) by the stronger condition (b). 
A similar but stronger hypothesis yields Dade’s result. If G is a n-group, 
such that C(X) C H for all X E D, then our isometry becomes ordinary 
induction and our theorem gives a well known result about trivial intersection 
sets (see [9]). 
Linear isometries have proven useful in defining exceptional characters and 
in the theory of coherent sets of characters. These in turn have been a valuable 
means of obtaining information about group characters from characters of 
certain subgroups. Our definition of n-induction admits the above generali- 
zation of Reynolds’ results and also enables us in Section 2 to determine 
explicitly the images of members of gH under hypothesis (a). We also gener- 
alize there a result of Leonard and McKelvey’s [6, Lemma 2.21. Section 3 
includes some results of Reynolds’ which are necessary for proof of later 
results. In Section 4 we prove the main theorem in two parts, using our 
previous results and a theorem of Reynolds’ [7, Theorem 41 which was proven 
more generally than needed for his result. In the final section we extend 
Reynolds’ results about changing r and his transitivity property to our 
setting and isometry. 
Reynolds’ conjectured in [7] that his result could be obtained under our 
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hypotheses (a) and (c). This has been favorably resolved [8] in the case n 
consists of a single prime. In a recent communication, Reynolds expressed 
some doubt as to whether his conjecture is true in general. 
2. G’PINDUCTION 
Most of the notation and terminology are standard. We use the usual 
inner product on the vector space of complex valued class functions of G. 
We also observe that {g} G*n the rr-section of G containing g is the union of 
conjugate classes of G. The class containing g is denoted {g}“. The notations 
will be extended in the obvious way if G is replaced by another group. 
Many of Reynolds’ results hold when (b) is replaced by (c). In this section 
we study a mapping closely related to his r-induction and show that hypo- 
thesis (b) can be replaced by (c) and (d). 
First we will show that (b) implies (c) and (d). It is clear that (b) implies 
(c). It remains to show (b) implies (d). Let g* be an element of C,(S). Then 
g* = gl*g2* where g,* is in C,(s) and g,* is in I(s) for some s in S. But then 
(b) implies gs * is in I(S). This proves the assertion. 
Now denote by J4G,n the vector space of complex valued class functions 0 
of G such that: 
We notice that the restriction mapping: 7 + 1 / H maps dG,= into gH and 
hence the linear mapping: 0 -+ 0 osfl of VH into &o,?I which is dual (or adjoint) 
to this restriction mapping with respect to the inner product on these spaces 
is uniquely determined by the condition: 
(eGsrr, I)G = (8, I 1 Hh l E d,rn , e 6 gH . 
We will call this mapping n-induction from H to G. 
(2.1) 
If rr 1 P(G) then if C(x) C H for all x in D, VG = &G,n and T-induction 
becomes the usual induction mapping B-P BG while (2.1) expresses the 
Frobenius reciprocity theorem. Both Reynolds’ and Dade’s mappings 
coincide with our P-induction on ‘GfH,=(D) whenever it is defined. 
Let G, H and D be as previously described. Let 4’ be in D,, (set of all 
r-elements in D) and consider x = x, . x,,’ a member of {/)G.rr, then x,, = 89 
for some g in G. Now Px,,, = x,@ or since 80 =g-Vg we have /gx,,g-l = 
gx,,g-1e that is xg-’ is in C&). Therefore, x = (6’ * gxm*g-l)O. Now let S,,@) 
be the &-elements of Cc(G), then {/}G*” = (8’. S,,@))G = UrER (8. S,,+!)) 
where R is a set of right coset representatives of C,(8) in G. Similarly, 
VP” = Use V . CM4 n fW w h ere 9 is a set of right coset represen- 
tatives of C,(8) in H. 
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Now the following proposition which is a generalization of a result of 
Leonard and McKelvey’s also yields a different representation for &c,n . 
PROPOSITION. Assume G, H & D as dejined above satisfy hypotheses 
(a) and (c). Then 8 is a class function of G such that 
(for some tin D, where K(e) = I(e) n H) if and only ;f 
The proof is analogous to that of [6, Lemma 2.21. Q.E.D. 
We would now like to determine f?G*n for 0 in gH . Let {e,}i be the charac- 
teristic functions of the conjugacy classes of H and let {ni}j be the charac- 
teristic function for the conjugacy classes of G. Since the {e,}, are a basis for 
‘ZH it is sufficient to determine es” for (e,}, . Let hei be a member of the con- 
jugacy class on which Bi = 1. Then if hOi in His such that hOi is not contained 
in DC.” we have: 
(2.2) 
This formula is verified by showing that this value of ~9,“s” satisfies (e,“sw, 7) = 
(& , r] 1 H) for all r] in JX& . 
The assumption he6 in H but not in DG-lr enables us to easily see the validity 
of (2.2). If this were not the case, since the definition of dG,- involves {x}c*” 
and {~}~a* for all x in D we would see that the induced function could not 
depend solely on the characteristic function of one conjugacy class unless 
{he6}G*r n H = {he,}H** for all h,, in H n DGgm. 
In the rtvnainder of Section 2 we assume G satisfies our hypothesis (a). 
It remains to determine 89.” where Bi is a characteristic function for a 
conjugacy class of H such tha; hOi is in DC-“. We can show that 
ep = k,<ye, where 
I@.#’ I 
kej = I H I II yes II2 
and yei is a linear combination of (71~)~ the characteristic functions for the 
conjugacy classes of G. The coefficients can be explicitly determined by first 
showing that given any two r]i and a constant a # 0 there exists a constant 
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b which makes a~, - by, a member of -(12,,, . The remainder of the con- 
struction involves partitioning the {Q}~ into a set whose intersection with D 
is nonempty, one whose intersection with D is empty but whose intersection 
with H - D is nonempty, and finally one whose intersection with H is 
empty. This and the definition of &o,n coupled with standard vector space 
considerations yield the result. 
We now specialize this formula to the case of functions which are constant 
on r-sections of D and which vanish outside D. A basis for these functions 
is provided by the sums of the characteristic functions of the conjugacy 
classes of each n-sections of D, i.e., 01 = 0, + ... + 8, where 0, ,..., 0, 
are the characteristic functions of the H-conjugacy classes of {h}H~s for h 
in D. Suppose now 
(2.3) 
We then show the following. 
LEMMA 2.1. If (2.3) holds and ;f 01 = 0, + .-- + BS as described above 
then 
fxG’” = 71 + ... + rle+, where 71 P.S.9 rle+r (2.4) 
are the characteristic functions of the conjugacy classes of {hOl}o**. 
Proof. The proof follows from the work preceding the lemma and the 
definition of dG,, . 
If we consider 01 = 0, + ..* + 8,? for a r-section of H which is not con- 
tained in DG*n then 
(2.5) 
ranges over the characteristic functions of the classes of {h,l}G*r which inter- 
sect H, and where Cj is the number of H-classes which intersect {h,j}G. This 
follows directly from (2.2) and the linearity of m-induction. 
The following lemma yields a formula for OGsn when 8 is in %7H,n (d) that 
depends only on the values of 8. Let r,(K) denote the number of &-elements 
of K. That is r,,(K) = I{l}K*“l. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let 0 be in %‘H,n(D) and suppose (2.3) holds. Then 
where x is in G andy ranges over { y E G : x,,~ E H}. 
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Proof. It suffices to take f3 = 01 = 0, + ... + OS . Let 0, be the charac- 
teristic function for the class of r-elements. Then we can consider x in 
VQG*” since otherwise our previous work shows that both sides will vanish. 
Then the summation on the right side has nonzero terms for just those y 
such that x,,Y is in {he,}H. There are just 
such terms each equal to r,(C,(hel)). Now since (2.3) holds we have 
I C&Q ~&dhel)) = I G&J MWo,)). 
Hence comparison with (2.4) yields the validity of (2.6). In the case 7~ > r(G) 
the above reduces to the usual formula for induction of class functions. 
3. NORMAL ~-SUBGROUPS 
In this section we include some results from [7, Section 31 which will be 
useful1 in the proof of our later work. 
LEMMA 3.1. [7, Lemma 11. If I is a normal ,‘-subgroup of thefkitegroup G, 
and if x and y are r-elements of G such that xl = yI then y = xv for some 
v in I. 
COROLLARY. Let H be a subgroup of G such that G = HI for some normal 
&-subgroup I of G. Then whenever two m-elements x and y of H are con$gate 
in G, they are also conjugate in H. 
Proof. There exist h and i such that y = xhi. Then yi = xh where 
j = i-1. Then y-l& = y-‘j-lyj. Now the left side is in H while the right is 
in I. This implies y-lxh is in H n I. Therefore xh(H n I) = y(H n I). 
Hence by Lemma 3.1 y = xhk for some K in H n I, since H r\ I 4 H and 
is a &-subgroup. 
THEOREM 3.2. [7, Theorem 21. If I is a normal &-subgroup of the @site 
group G, and if x, y are in G, then x and y are in the same rr-section of G if 
and only if xl and yI are in the same rr-section of G/I. Hence each n-section of G 
is a union of cosets of I in G, and the canonical mapping of G onto G/I induces 
a one-to-one correspondence b tween the rr-sections of G and those of G/I. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let H be a subgroup of G such that G = HI for some normal 
rr’-subgroup I of G, and let D be a union of r-sections of H. Then r-induction is a 
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linear isometry of FFH,JD) to do,, and it maps generalized characters of H in 
gH,=(D) to generalized characters of G in &o,n . 
The proof is similar to that in [7, Section 31 and uses Theorem 3.2 and the 
fact that our n-induction agrees on gH,.,(D) with that of Reynolds. It should 
be noted, that the above isometry is not necessarily onto s$G,, . 
The following result from Reynolds’ paper will prove useful later and we 
state it here without proof. 
LEMMA 3.4 [7, Lemma 31. Let H be a subgroup of G such that G = HI 
for some normal rr’-subgroup I of G. Then for any P-elermxt h of H 
C,(h) = C&W n GWI. (3.3) 
4. IS~MJ~RIES 
In this section we obtain results about the mapping B --+ OGnff leading to 
conditions under which the mapping is an isometry and to conditions under 
which eGsa is a generalized character of G. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let H be a subgroup of a group G. Let D be a union of 
v-sections of H such that (a) and (c) hold. Then the mapping 9-+ 8G~m, 0 in 
%H,n (D) is a linear isometry of %‘H,n(D) onto %‘G,n(DG,n) and 
Proof. A basis for VH,n(D) is formed by functions described previously, 
of the type 01 = Or + ... + ~9~ such that hei is in D. 
In a manner similar to Reynolds’ [7, Theorem 31 we show: 
r,(GW = rdCc(d)) 
I C&)l 1 Cc(d)1 - 
Which then yields, 
IWG,“l IVP’I 
IGI =-pj-’ 
Hence, by Lemma 2.1, ~~~~ is the characteristic function of a n-section of G 
which intersects H. This and hypothesis (a) yield the formula (4.1). Now to 
show that r-induction from ‘XH,,(D) onto VG,,(DG~w) is an isometry, it suffices 
to consider (or = t9,, + .. . + O181 and o~z = Oar + ... + BZs as described * 
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above. Then since such 0~~ form a basis of gH,@) and since the above charac- 
teristic functions of G form a basis of V,,,(Dc*V) we have 
i 
0 if {hsn}G~n n {he,l}G*li = 0, 
(Cp ’ Ol~‘n)G = I{he13G’“I otherwise 
IGI * 
Now, 
(oll ’ 012)H = I{hell)H’“I othenvise 
IfJI ’ 
and the above discussion yields (c$*~, 4~“)~ = (01~ , c& and the theorem is 
proven. 
Theorem 4.1 shows, in particular, that r-induction as we have defined it 
and rr-induction as Reynolds defined it agree when applied to %‘H,n(D), 
provided G satisfies assumptions (a) and (c). Also it has the following conse- 
quence. 
COROLLARY. Let H be a subgroup of G and let D be a union of rr-sections of 
H such that (a) and (c) hold. Let 01’ be a member of %& and assume ~9~ is constant 
on the r-section in D, and vanishes on (H - D) n DGsn, and let O2 be in VH,JD). 
Then, 
Proof. We have r9i = On + B,, where 8ir is in WH,rr(D) and O,, is in 
WH(H - D). Furthermore eli vanishes on H n DGss. If E is the set of 
elements of H on which Or, is not zero, then 0:;” vanishes on G - EC, as 
the formulas for r-induced class functions in Section 2 show. But (4.1) 
implies that Og*V vanishes on G - DC.“. Furthermore EC n DGsV = @ 
since E n DC*- = m. Thus, (e,““, @“) = 4 = (6J12, 0,) also (6$in , O,“en) = 
(O,, , 0,) by Theorem 4.1. It follows that (O,“S~, O,“*=) = (8, , 0,). 
The following is related to Reynolds’ Lemma 4 [7]. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let G, H, K, L be groups such that KC H C G; K CL C G. 
Suppose (2.3), where for G and H we read L and K. Then if 0 is in (iPH,n(D) 
we have: 
481/3d1-9 
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Proof. The formula for induction yields: 
summed over {(z, w): .a E G, w EL, xz EL, xiw E K}. Now since x,,” is in L if 
and only if xi” is in L and also Y,,(C&,,~)) = ~~(C’,(ti~?‘)), we can convert the 
above to a sum over y = xw with each term repeated 1 L / times. This yields 
(4.3). Q.E.D. 
Now we can state Reynolds’ Theorem 4 [7] which is used to prove our 
next result. If we suppose (2.3) holds for K(S) and L(S) then by our Lemma 
2.2 and Lemma 4.2 and their equivalent statements (2.6) and Lemma 4 in 
Reynolds’ paper [7] we need not alter the proof of Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let H be a subgroup of G, and D a subset of H. Assume 
S is a collection of subsets of D, and that for each S in S there are dejked 
groups K(S) and L(S) such that K(S) _C H, K(S) CL(S) C G. Assume (2.3) 
holds for K(S) and L(S). Furthermore, assume that for subsets S of D and 
rr-elements d of D, the conditions 
(i) SES and dEK(S) 
and 
(ii) S u (d} E S and d E K(S U {d}) are equivalent, and that (i) implies 
both of the conditions: 
(iii) C&d) and CK(su(d))(d) contain the same n’-elements. 
(iv) Cm(d) and C~(sud4 contain the same &-elements. Then ;f 6 is 
in gH,AD) 
(4.4) 
THEOREM 4.4. Let H be a subgroup of G and let D be a union of T-sections of 
H satisfying hypotheses (c) and (d). Then for each generalized character f3 of 
H in gHsa (D), OG** is a generalized character of G. 
Proof. Let D, be the set of all a-elements of D and let S be the set of all 
subsets of D, . For each nonempty S in S, define 
I(S) = n I(s), K(S) = NH(S), L(S) = NH(S)I(S). (4.5) 
SOS 
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We see that K(S) normalizes the P’-group I(S) henceL(S) is a group, and the 
groups L(S) and K(S) stand in the relationship of the groups G and H in the 
hypotheses of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4. Hence (2.3) holds for K(S) and L(S). 
For S = o define K( 0 ) = H, L( ~zr ) = G. Notice if d is in D, then 
For any d in D, and (S # aa) in S, d is in NH(S) if and only if d is in 
NH(S u {d)), so that (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4.3 are equivalent. Now assume 
(i). By the definitions, NH(S) n C,(d) = NH(S u {d}) n C,(d) in other 
words 
Gdd) = Ca.wcdd) (4.6) 
which implies (iii) in Theorem 4.3. By Lemma 3.4 we have 
Cm(d) = Gcd4W) n Gd41- (4.7) 
Hence, 
Cmw A4 = Gwd4W ” @I) n Gw&% 
Now L(S u {d}) CL(S), and (4.6) and 
W ” VI) n C~wd41 C MS) n Cm(41 
imply 
Caudd) c CLWW (4.8) 
Hence I(S) n C,(,)(d) C C,(S u (d)) C (by hypothesis (d)) H * I(8 u {d}). 
This immediately implies 
W n Cd4 C GAS u VI) W u @H. (4.9) 
Now K(S u {d)) C H and C&S u (d)) C NH(S u (d)) = K(S U (d)). 
Gd4 C C~wcdd) W ” @I) = C~(sumt4 (4.10) 
The remainder of the proof is in the manner of [7, Theorem 51. 
5. FURTHER RESULTS ON VINDUCTION 
In this section we consider r-induction for different sets of primes r. The 
following are extensions of [7, Section 61. 
THEOREM 5.1. G&n groups H _C J C G, and a union D of r-sections of H. 
Then each of the assumptions (a), (b), (c) and (d) holds for G, H, D, r if and 
only ifit holds both for J, H, D, w and G, J, DJsr, r. 
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Proof. The proof for (a), (b) and ( c are as in [7, Theorem 61. For (d), let ) 
S be any nonempty subset of n-elements of D and suppose G, H, D, rr satisfy 
(d). Then C,(S) = C,(S) n J _C (by (d)) (H . I(S)) n J C H. (I(S) n 1). 
Hence all &-elements of C,(S) are in H .4(S). Thus (d) holds for J, H, D, z-. 
If d is a r-element of DJ*v, then d is conjugate in J to some r-element dl of D. 
Hence C,(d) = C,(d,)j = (by (d)) C,(d,)j.Z(d,)j = C,(d)I,(dJ. Therefore 
the &-elements of C,(S) C J . I(S). This completes the only if part. Now if d 
is in D and C,(S) C H . I’(S) and C,(S) C J . I”(S) then since I’(S) c I”(S) 
the conclusion C,(S) C H * I”(S) follows. Q.E.D. 
For G, H and D the same as above, it can happen that our various 
hypotheses are satisfied for more than one set of primes. The next result 
indicates circumstances when our results are independent of which set of 
primes we choose. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let H be a subgroup of G; let v and p be sets of primes. Let D 
be a subset of H which is a union of disjoint sets Di such that each Dj is both a 
T-section and a p-section of H, and such that (c) Iholds both for G, H, D, 7~ 
and G, H, D, p. Then for each 6 in VH , l?G*v = BG*p. 
Proof. An argument similar to [7, Theorem 71 yields {d}G,v = {d}G*p, and 
also {d}H,” = {d}wgp where d is in D. Now (2.2) and the work preceding 
Lemma 2.1 yields that a-induction and p-induction have the same effect 
on VH. Q.E.D. 
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